
 
 

ANDREA LEWIS, POOCH HALL, ROZ RYAN AND STAN SHAW STAR IN 
‘A NASHVILLE LEGACY,’ 

A NEW ORIGINAL CELEBRATING THE UNSUNG WOMEN OF MUSIC HISTORY 
PREMIERING FEBRUARY 26, ON HALLMARK MOVIES & MYSTERIES 

 
With Cameos from Curt Chambers and Ruben Studdard 

and featuring The Shindellas Performing an Original Song 
 

Filmed on Location at the National Museum of African American Music 
 

STUDIO CITY, CA – February 21, 2023 – Andrea Lewis (“Degrassi: The Next Generation”) 
Pooch Hall (“The Game”), Roz Ryan (“Hercules”) and Stan Shaw (“The Family Business”) star in 
“A Nashville Legacy,” a new, original Mahogany presentation premiering Sunday, February 
26 (7 p.m. ET/PT), on Hallmark Movies &  Mysteries.  Featuring Tamara Chauniece, Kasi Jones 
and Stacy Johnson of world-renowned vocal group The Shindellas and cameos from musical 
artists Curt Chambers and Ruben Studdard.  Filmed on location at the National Museum of African 
American Music in Nashville, Tennessee. 

Naima (Lewis), who got her love of music from her late grandmother, moves to Nashville 
to intern at a prestigious museum, while pursuing a PhD in ethnomusicology.  At the museum, 
she meets Damian (Hall), a volunteer and music producer and feels immediate chemistry, but is 
focused on her work and finding a subject for her dissertation.  Luckily, as she is looking into the 
backstory of some donated items, a beautiful vintage dress leads Naima to uncovering a mystery 
surrounding a classic hit and the perfect dissertation focus.  As Naima and Damian develop a 
friendship, he works with her to investigate the secret surrounding the dress but they soon find 
that the truth hits closer to home than either of them realized.  The secret, which just might 
involve a prominent music producer, also threatens to make waves in the local community and 
in Naima and Damian’s budding romance.  With her romance and new job at risk, Naima must 
deicide if she will keep the decades long secret or finally let the truth come to light.  

“A Nashville Legacy” is from WulfPak Productions.  Silvia Mathis is executive producer. 
David Wilf serves as producer.  Roger M. Bobb directed from a script by Randall Jahnson, Maclain 
Nelson and Nina Weinman. 
 
MEDIA CONTACTS: 

Cynthia Raza, CynthiaRaza@hallmarkmedia.com 
Taylor Albers, TaylorAlbers@hallmarkmedia.com 
Vanessa Abron, Vanessa@one35agency.com 
Catrice Armstrong, Catrice@one35agency.com 
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